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IN THE

SUPREME COURT
OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO

KOOTENAI COUNTY
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PEGGY HARRIMAN-SAYLER

_I

Defendants / Appelants

Appealedfrom the District Court of the First Judicial District
of the State of Idaho, in andfor the County of Kootenai.

Patrick Braden
Kootenai County Legal Services
POBox 900
Coeur d 'Alene, 1D 83816
-Attorneyfor Respondents
TenySayler
Peggy Harriman-Sayler
18209 N Cedar Grove Ln
Hayden, 1D 83835
Attorney for Appeilants
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Barry McHugh
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney
By: Patrick M. Braden, ISB #6020
Civil Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
451 N. Government Way
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000
Telephone: (208) 446-1620
Fax: (208) 446-1621
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Attorney for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho, and
PANHANDLE HEALTH DISTRICT" NO.1,
a public health district duly established
pursuant to Title 39, Chapter 4, Idaho
Code,
Plaintiff,

Case No.

CV-09-3339

PLAINTIFF'S TRIAL BRIEF
(Contempt Trial)

vs.
PEGGY HARRIMAN and TERRY
SAYLOR,
Defendants.

COMES NOW Plaintiff Kootenai County, by and through its attorney of record,
Patrick M. Braden, Civil Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby submits its pretrial
brief pursuant to the Uniform Pretrial Order issued by the Honorable Benjamin R.
Simpson on September 8, 2010 in the above-referenced matter.
PLAINTIFF'S TRIAL BRIEF (CONTEMPT TRIAL) - 1
H:\Building and Planning\Code Enforcement Cases\Harriman-Saylor - CV-09-3339\Mtn for
Contempt\Plaintiff's Pretrial Brief.doc
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I.

Summary of Facts Expected be Proven at Trial

The following is a summary of the facts which Plaintiff Kootenai County
(hereinafter referred to as "Plaintiff") expects to prove at trial.

References to exhibits

expected to be admitted into evidence at trial are included where applicable; otherwise,
the facts below are intended to be proven via witness testimony.
The real property which is the subject of this action is located in Kootenai County,
Idaho, and legally described as Tax No. 14055, a portion of Government Lot 3, Section
19, Township 52 North, Range 3 West Boise Meridian, Kootenai County, Idaho
(hereinafter referred to as the "Subject Property"). The Subject Property is located in
the Rural zone.

Plaintiff is a legally recognized political subdivision of the State of

Idaho. Defendant PEGGY HARRIMAN (a/k/a Peggy Harriman-Sayler) is the owner of
the Subject Property.

Defendant TERRY SAYLER is the husband of Defendant

PEGGY HARRIMAN and is one of the operators of the business located on the Subject
Property. Exhibits 2-3.
On October 22, 2009, upon the motion of Plaintiff, the Court entered an Order
Granting Preliminary Injunction (hereinafter referred to as the "Preliminary Injunction")
specifically enjoining Defendants "from operating a recreational vehicle (RV) park on the
subject property." Exhibit 1, p. 3. A copy of the Preliminary Injunction was served on
then-counsel for Defendants on October 22, 2009. See Exhibit 1. A copy was also
personally served on Defendants on October 27,2009.
Beginning on July 15, 2010, Kootenai County code enforcement staff received
complaints from neighbors who stated that they had observed that people were once
again camping in RVs on the Subject Property.

Thus, on July 19, 2010, Sandra
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Forstrom, a code enforcement officer with the Kootenai County Building and Planning
Department, viewed the Subject Property from Cedar Grove Lane and from a
neighboring property to the north with the consent of the property owner. At that time,
she observed several RVs parked in various campsites on the Subject Property, and
took four photographs. Exhibits 4-7. She determined that Defendants were once again
using the Subject Property as an RV park. While RV parks may be permitted in the
Rural zone through the issuance of a conditional use permit (CUP) for a commercial
resort, no CUP has been issued for the operation of an RV park on the Subject
Property, nor has one been applied for.
On July 29, 2010, Ms. Forstrom received a telephone call from a neighbor who
stated that there were more RVs which had moved onto the Subject Property. Later
that day, she viewed the Subject Property from a neighboring property to the north with
the consent of the property owner. At that time she again observed seven RVs on site,
one fifth wheel hauler, and two vehicles parked in various campsites on the Subject
Property. Six of the RVs, the fifth wheeler hauler, and the two vehicles were located on
the north side of parcel, while the other RV was parked in the easternmost driveway.
While viewing the Subject Property, Ms. Forstrom took twelve photographs. Exhibits 819. She again determined that Defendants were continuing to use the Subject Property
as an RV park.
Eileen Wilson has owned the property to the north of the Subject Property with
her husband, Tom Wilson, since April of 1998. She first observed the operation of the
Subject Property as an RV park in August of 2007. While she has observed the most
use in the summer, they have observed RVs in the park throughout the year. She has
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seen the Subject Property being used as an RV park from 2007 through 2009. On or
about July 15, 2010, she reported to Kootenai County code enforcement staff that the
Subject Property was once again being used as an RV park. She continued to observe
the days on which this use occurred, and wrote down the number of RVs observed on a
particular day on a calendar. Exhibit 20.
Jack Osborne owns real property at the corner of Cedar Grove Lane and
Garwood Road, where users of the RV park turn from Garwood Road to access the
Subject Property.

From July through September of 2010, he observed several RVs

using Cedar Grove Lane to enter and exit the Subject Property.

He also observed

several RVs and other vehicles on the Subject Property.

II.

Issues Presented
1.

Whether the Defendants, or either of them, operated a recreational vehicle

(RV) park on the Subject Property on or about July 19, 2010 in violation of the
Preliminary Injunction.
2.

Whether the Defendants, or either of them, operated a recreational vehicle

(RV) park on the Subject Property on or about July 29, 2010 in violation of the
Preliminary Injunction.
3.

Whether the Defendants, or either of them, operated a recreational vehicle

(RV) park on the Subject Property at any other time in July, August, or September of
2010 in violation of the Preliminary Injunction.
4.

Should the Court find the Defendants, or either of them, in contempt of

court, the appropriate sanction for such contempt(s).
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III.

Applicable Legal Standards

The power to punish for contempt is inherent in all courts under the common law,
and as implicitly recognized in the Idaho Constitution. McDougall v. Sheridan, 23 Idaho
191, 128 P. 954, 964-65 (1913); see also Idaho Const. Art. 5, § 2. It is also recognized
in various provisions of Idaho Code.

See Idaho Code §§ 1-1603, 1-1901, 1-1902

(recognizing right to compel compliance with court orders and for use of contempt
powers to punish for violations thereof); Idaho Code §7-601 (describing acts constituting
contempt).
In a nonsummary contempt proceeding, the burden of proof is as follows:

In

order for a civil sanction to be imposed, the Court must find, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that all of the elements of contempt have been proven and that the contemnor
has the present ability to comply with the order violated, or with that portion of it required
by the sanction. I In order for a criminal sanction to be imposed, the trier of fact (here,
the Court) must find that all of the elements of contempt were proven beyond a
reasonable doubt. I.R.C.P. 750).
The imposition of sanctions for contempt is within the sound discretion of the
Court, and is reviewable under an abuse-of-discretion standard. Marks v. Vehlow, 105
Idaho 560,567-68,671 P.2d 473, 480-81 (1983).

IV.

Discussion

The testimony and exhibits to be offered at trial are expected to prove beyond a
reasonable doubt that Defendants were served, both personally and through thencounsel, with the Preliminary Injunction at issue in this contempt proceeding and that
they had actual knowledge of the issuance of the Preliminary Injunction and its
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contents. The testimony and exhibits to be offered at trial are also expected to prove
beyond a reasonable doubt that Defendants did violate the provision of the Preliminary
Injunction specifically enjoining Defendants from operating an RV park on the Subject
Property on or about July 19, 2010 and on or about July 29, 2010.

In addition, the

testimony and exhibits to be offered at trial may also prove that Defendants were
operating an RV park on the Subject Property in violation of the Preliminary Injunction at
other times in July, August, and/or September of 2010.
It is of interest to note that Defendants' response in opposition to Plaintiff's
Motion for Contempt in fact admits that they operated a "campground" or a "dude ranch"
on the Subject Property during the time period at issue. The evidence is expected to
show that the distinction between a "campground" (which also requires a CUP to
lawfully operate in the Rural zone) and an "RV park" is one without a difference, as
testimony and photographs are expected to clearly show the presence of RVs on the
Subject Property on the dates alleged in the Motion for Contempt. On the other hand,
this evidence is not consistent with the operation of a "dude ranch" of the Subject
Property, as Defendants have contended.
Defendants' response in opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Contempt also raises
the affirmative defense that the RV park at issue is a lawful, nonconforming use, and
argues that as such, no finding of contempt should be made. While this may well be a
viable defense on the merits of this case, it is not a valid affirmative defense to the
charges of contempt.

The issue in this contempt proceeding is simply whether

Defendants operated an RV park on the Subject Property in violation of the clear
prohibition on such conduct contained in the Preliminary Injunction. The evidence is
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expected to show that they did. Nevertheless, in recognition of this issue, Plaintiff would
agree to suspension of any civil or criminal sanction (with the condition that no further
violations of the Preliminary Injunction occur) until a final decision is reached on the
merits of this action, at which time the sanction(s) may be reduced or avoided.

V.

Conclusion

For the reasons stated above, Plaintiff Kootenai County respectfully requests the
Court to find each of the Defendants in contempt of court as alleged in Plaintiff's Motion
for Contempt and the affidavits submitted in support thereof, and to enter findings of
fact, conclusions of law, and an order pertaining to this proceeding as proposed in
Plaintiff's

Proposed Findings of Fact,

contemporaneously herewith.

Conclusions

of Law,

and

Order filed

Plaintiff Kootenai County further requests that upon a

finding of contempt, that the Court impose a civil and/or criminal sanction on defendants
at its discretion. Plaintiff is not seeking incarceration as a criminal sanction.
DATED this

Zq-tl... day of November, 2010.
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney

Patrick M. Braden, Civil Deputy
Attorney for Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the'Z141- day of November, 2010, I caused to be served
a true and complete copy of the foregoing via U.S. mail, postage prepaid, addressed to
the following persons:
Peggy Harriman-Sayler
Terry Sayler
P.O. Box 2585
Hayden, ID 83835
Chambers Copy to:
Hon. Benjamin Simpson, District Judge
(via hand delivery)

Patrick M. Braden
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho, and
PANHANDLE HEALTH DISTRICT NO.1,
a public health district duly established
pursuant to Title 39, Chapter 4, Idaho
Code,
Plaintiff,

Case No.

CV-09-3339

MEMORANDUM DECISION
IN RE: MOTION FOR CONTEMPT

vs.
PEGGY HARRIMAN and TERRY
SAYLOR,
Defendants.

WHEREAS, Plaintiff Kootenai County's Motion for Contempt having been filed
with the Court on August 17, 2010, seeking an order finding the Defendants, Peggy
Harriman-Sayler and Terry Sayler, in contempt of court for violating the Order Granting
Preliminary Injunction issued by this Court on October 22, 2009 (hereinafter referred to
as the "Preliminary Injunction"), specifically as to the following:

MEMORANDUM DECISION IN RE: MOTION FOR CONTEMPT - 1
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Count I: On or about July 19, 2010, in Kootenai County, State of Idaho,
the Defendants, or either of them, did operate a recreational vehicle (RV)
park on real property legally described as Tax No. 14055, a portion of
Government Lot 3, Section 19, Township 52 North, Range 3 West Boise
Meridian, Kootenai County, Idaho, more fully described in Exhibit "An to
the Complaint previously filed in this matter,
and
Count II: On or about July 29, 2010, in Kootenai County, State of Idaho,
the Defendants, or either of them, did operate a recreational vehicle (RV)
park on real property legally described as Tax No. 14055, a portion of
Government Lot 3, Section 19, Township 52 North, Range 3 West Boise
Meridian, Kootenai County, Idaho, more fully described in Exhibit "A" to
the Complaint previously filed in this matter;
and,
WHEREAS, the Defendants, having been provided and informed of the right to a
public trial, compulsory process, the presumption of innocence, the privilege against
self-incrimination, the right to call and cross-examine witnesses, the right to testify in
their own behalf, the right to exclude evidence that was obtained in violation of their
Fourth Amendment rights, and the right to counsel in this proceeding, did freely,
knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently waive each of the aforementioned rights; and
WHEREAS, the Defendants, having waived each of the aforementioned rights,
did freely, knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently enter an admission to each of the
counts set forth in the Motion for Contempt in open court on December 6, 2010; and
WHEREAS, Defendants also did freely, knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently
admit that they properly received notice and/or had actual knowledge of the entry of the
Preliminary Injunction and the contents thereof through service on then-counsel and/or
posting on the property; and
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WHEREAS, Plaintiff Kootenai County, acting by and through counsel, did accept
each Defendant's admissions and did agree to waive any claim to costs or attorney fees
in exchange for said admissions; and
WHEREAS, the Court did accept each Defendant's admissions in open court on
December 6, 2010;
NOW THEREFORE, the Court concludes that the Defendants,

PEGGY

HARRIMAN-SAYLER and TERRY SAYLER, having received proper notice and/or
actual knowledge of the entry of the Preliminary Injunction and the terms thereof, and
having the present ability to comply with those terms, are each in contempt of court as
to each of the counts alleged in the Motion for Contempt.
The Court further concludes that no civil sanction for said contempt shall be
imposed as to either Defendant.
The Court further concludes that no term of incarceration for said contempt shall
be imposed as to either Defendant.
The Court further concludes that, as a criminal sanction for said contempt,
Defendant PEGGY HARRIMAN-SAYLER is fined in the amount of ONE THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($1,000.00) per count, for a total fine of TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS
($2,000.00).
The Court further concludes that, as a criminal sanction for said contempt,
Defendant TERRY SAYLER is fined in the amount of ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS
($1,000.00) per count, for a total fine of nNO THOUSAND DOLLARS ($2,000.00).
PROVIDED, HOWEVER, that the aforementioned sanctions should be, and are
hereby SUSPENDED, with the following probationary conditions:
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1. Defendants shall comply with each and every term and condition of the
Preliminary Injunction from the date of this Judgment forward until the Preliminary
Injunction is dissolved, or a final judgment is entered in this case.

If any term of the

Preliminary Injunction is modified by subsequent order of the Court, Defendants shall
comply with each and every term and condition of the Preliminary Injunction as
modified.
2. Compliance with each and every term and condition of the Preliminary
Injunction as set forth herein, or as subsequently modified, from the date of this
Judgment until the Preliminary Injunction is dissolved, or a final judgment is entered in
this case, shall relieve both Defendants of their respective obligation to pay the
aforementioned fines.
3. In the event a future instance of contempt of court in the form of a further
violation of the Preliminary Injunction is proven by either Plaintiff or both Plaintiffs
beyond a reasonable doubt, the aforementioned fines shall be imposed against those
Defendant(s) found in contempt for such violation, in addition to any further sanction the
Court may deem appropriate.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that no costs and attorney fees shall be awarded in
conjunction with this contempt proceeding.
DATED this

Jh

day of December, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the /lf1t-cJay of December, 2010, I caused to be served
a true and complete copy of the foregoing, via the method indicated below, to the
following persons:

Via first class mail, postage prepaid:
Peggy Harriman-Sayler
Terry Sayler
P.O. Box 2585
Hayden, 10 83835

Via facsimile (FAX):
Patrick M. Braden
Kootenai County Prosecutor's Office, Civil Division
451 N. Government Way
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000
Fax: (208) 446-1621/~/

J~ILD
DANIEL J. ENGLISH
Clerk of the District Court

1
f1,[LAi1 slt ;}J1
f\

By

A

Deputy Clerk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho, and
PANHANDLE HEALTH DISTRICT NO.1,
a public health district duly established
pursuant to Title 39, Chapter 4, Idaho
Code,
Plaintiff,

Case No.

CV-09-3339

JUDGMENT IN RE:
MOTION FOR CONTEMPT

vs.
PEGGY HARRIMAN and TERRY
SAYLOR,
Defendants.

WHEREAS, in a Memorandum Decision entered on December

!~

2010,

the Court found the Defendants, PEGGY HARRIMAN-SAYLER and TERRY SAYLER,
each in contempt of court as to each of the counts alleged in the Motion for Contempt
filed with the Court in this matter on August 17, 2010;
NOW THEREFORE, in accordance with the Memorandum Decision, the
judgment of the Court is as follows:

JUDGMENT IN RE: MOTION FOR CONTEMPT - 1
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IT IS THE JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that no civil sanction for said contempt
shall be imposed as to either Defendant.
IT IS FURTHER THE JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that no term of incarceration
for said contempt shall be imposed as to either Defendant.
IT IS FURTHER THE JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that, as a criminal sanction
for said contempt, Defendant PEGGY HARRIMAN-SAYLER is fined in the amount of
ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($1,000.00) per count, for a total fine of TWO
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($2,000.00).
IT IS FURTHER THE JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that, as a criminal sanction
for said contempt, Defendant TERRY SAYLER is fined in the amount of ONE
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($1,000.00) per count, for a total fine of TWO THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($2,000.00).

" the aforementioned sanctions should be, and are
PROVIDED, HOWEVER, that
hereby SUSPENDED, with the following probationary conditions:
1. Defendants shall comply with each and every term and condition of the
Preliminary Injunction from the date of this Judgment forward until the Preliminary
Injunction is dissolved, or a final judgment is entered in this case.

If any term of the

Preliminary Injunction is modified by subsequent order of the Court, Defendants shall
comply with each and every term and condition of the Preliminary Injunction as
modified.
2. Compliance with each and every term and condition of the Preliminary
Injunction as set forth herein, or as subsequently modified, from the date of this
Judgment until the Preliminary Injunction is dissolved, or a final judgment is entered in
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this case, shall relieve both Defendants of their respective obligation to pay the
aforementioned fines.
3. In the event a future instance of contempt of court in the form of a further
violation of the Preliminary Injunction is proven by either Plaintiff or both Plaintiffs
beyond a reasonable doubt, the aforementioned fines shall be imposed against those
Defendant(s) found in contempt for such violation, in addition to any further sanction the
Court may deem appropriate.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that no costs and attorney fees shall be awarded in
conjunction with this contempt proceeding.
DATED this

-+k-

day of December, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

/71-JJ-

day of December, 2010, I caused to be served
I hereby certify that on the
a true and complete copy of the foregoing, via the method indicated below, to the
following persons:
Via first class mail, postage prepaid:
Peggy Harriman-Sayler
Terry Sayler
P.O. Box 2585
Hayden, ID 83835
Via facsimile (FAX):
Patrick M. Braden
Kootenai County Prosecutor's Office, Civil Division
451 N. Government Way
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000
Fax: (208) 446-1621

*1
·)L.0

DANIEL J. ENGLISH
Clerk of the District Court

By

jJ!(J ~:l/{)/tA-

()

Deputy Clerk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho, and
PANHANDLE HEALTH DISTRICT NO.1,
a public health district duly established
pursuant to Title 39, Chapter 4, Idaho
Code,
Plaintiffs,
vs,

Case No.

CV-09-3339

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER IN RE: MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

PEGGY HARRIMAN and TERRY
SAYLOR,
Defendants,

WHEREAS, on December 22, 2010, this Court heard oral argument on the
Motion for Summary Judgment brought by Plaintiffs KOOTENAI COUNTY (hereinafter
referred to as "the County") and PANHANDLE HEALTH DISTRICT NO, 1 (hereinafter
referred to as "the District"), which was filed on November 19, 2010, and on Plaintiffs'
Motion to Strike, which was filed on December 15, 2010; and
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WHEREAS, the Court has heard and considered these arguments, and has also
considered the briefs and affidavits that have been submitted in support of and in
opposition to these motions;
NOW THEREFORE, based on a consideration of these briefs, affidavits and
arguments, and on the opinion that was set forth on the record during the hearing on
these motions, the Court hereby rules and orders as follows:

I.

Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike
At the conclusion of the hearing held on December 22, 2010, the Court indicated

that the Affidavit of Defendants in Support to Stop Summary Judgment, and Submit
Evidence, filed on December 14, 2010, was not expressly based on personal
knowledge, lacked foundation,

lacked proper authentication of documents, and

contained hearsay and conclusory statements. Thus, these defects in the affidavit were
sufficient to grant F!>laintiffs' motion to strike. Nevertheless, the Court has considered
this affidavit in ruling on Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment (though not the
add itional materials offered by Defendants at the December 22, 2010 hearing), with the
defects therein affecting the weight afforded to its contents rather than their
admissibility.

Therefore, in light of the decision on Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary

Judgment as set forth below, Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike is MOOT.

II.

Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment

A.

Standard of Review

Under I.R.C.P. 56(c), the judgment sought via a motion for summary judgment is
to be "rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together
with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
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that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." When assessing a
motion for summary judgment, all controverted facts are to be liberally construed in
favor of the nonmoving party.

Furthermore, the trial court must draw all reasonable

inferences in favor of the party resisting the motion. Nelson v. Anderson Lumber Co.,
140 Idaho 702, 706-07, 99 P.3d 1092, 1096-97 (Ct. App. 2004).
B.

Violations of County Zoning Ordinance re: RV Park

The first issue raised in Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment is whether the
County is entitled to judgment as a matter of law because Defendants have been
violating the Zoning Ordinance by operating a recreational vehicle (RV) park on the
subject property without a conditional use permit (CUP). Upon a review of the affidavits
submitted by the parties, and drawing reasonable inferences in favor of Defendants, the
Court finds that in 1991, the use of the subject property as a dude ranch or a
campground was a permitted use. In that regard, the Court notes that the term "dude
ranch" was not defined in the Zoning Ordinance in effect at that time.
The Court further finds, however, that the County has established that there was
an interruption of that use subsequent to 1999, and that Defendants have failed to show
that this use was continuous and uninterrupted between 1999 and 2007.

In addition,

the Court finds that there has been a substantial increase in the use of the subject
property from 2007 to the present. Thus, assuming, without deciding, that Defendants'
use of the subject property as a dude ranch or campground prior to 2007 would be a
pre-existing, nonconforming use of that property, the subsequent increase in use would
act to invalidate the pre-existing, nonconforming nature of that use. Baxter v. City of
Preston, 115 Idaho 607, 609-11, 768 P.2d 1340, 1342-44 (1989).
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Because zoning ordinances change from time to time, any use of real property
must comply with the standards set forth in current ordinances unless it can be
recognized as a pre-existing, nonconforming use. Id.; see also Bastian v. City of Twin
Falls, 104 Idaho 307, 309-11, 658 P.2d 978, 980-82 (Ct. App. 1983). Thus, after the

interruption of the previous use and the expansion of that use beginning in 2007, and
continuing through 2008, 2009, and into 2010, it is clear that Defendants' use of the
subject property came within the definition of a recreational vehicle park, as set forth in
section 9-2-2 of the Zoning Ordinance, in that there were three or more recreational
vehicle sites located, established, and maintained for occupancy.

The photographic

exhibits from the affidavits submitted in the case clearly indicate that at times there were
more than three and sometimes as many as six to seven RV units or trailers on the
property.
Therefore, the Court finds that the County has established that there is no
genuine issue of material fact, and that Defendants have failed to raise a genuine issue
for trial, with respect to this issue.

The Court further finds as a matter of law that

Defendants are, and at all relevant times have been, operating an RV park on the
subject property without a CUP, and that this use of the property is unlawful.
Accordingly, the Court will grant summary judgment in favor of the County on this issue.
C.

Violations of County Building Regulations

The second issue raised in Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment is whether
Defendants had erected or moved a building on the subject property without the
appropriate permit from Kootenai County, and whether they are currently occupying that
building without a Certificate of Occupancy. The Court finds that the affidavits tendered
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by the County show that there are in fact two buildings at issue. The first building is a
single family residence which Defendants are lawfully using as their primary residence,
while the other is a 1000 square foot building housing a bathroom and shower facility
associated with the RV park, along with space which has been used as a second
residence (hereinafter referred to as "the 1000 sq. ft. building").
The Court also finds that there is no competent evidence showing that a building
permit was ever issued for the 1000 sq. ft. building.

In fact, the County's affidavits

affirmatively show that no such permit was ever issued, that this building was never
approved to be moved, and that it was not part of the inspection process or permitting
associated with the single family residence in 1998 and 1999. These affidavits further
demonstrate that the 1000 sq. ft. building has been, and is currently being, occupied in
violation of the Zoning Ordinance without the necessary permit, inspection, or certificate
of occupancy.

Therefore, the construction, siting, and occupancy of this building by

Defendants is in violation of section 28.02 of Ordinance No. 159, and corresponding
provisions of subsequently enacted zoning ordinances.
The Court further finds that Defendants have failed to come forward with facts in
the appropriate form, via affidavit or under oath, such as would be sufficient to raise a
genuine issue of material fact on this issue. Therefore, the Court finds that there is no
genuine issue of material fact as to whether the 1000 square foot building is being used
without a proper permit and inspection, and without a certificate of occupancy.
Accordingly, the Court will also giant summary judgment in favor of the County on this
issue.
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Violations of District Regulations re: Septic System

The third issue raised in Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment is whether
Defendants have been utilizing a subsurface disposal system on the subject property
without a permit from the District in violation of the Environmental Health Code, IDAPA
41.01.01. Rule 100.02 of the Environmental Health Code provides that U[n]o residence,
place of business, or other building where persons congregate, reside, or are employed
shall hereafter be constructed or altered until the owner ... shall have first been issued a
permit to construct sanitary disposal facilities by the Health Officer."
As to this issue, the Court finds that a permit was issued for this system, but it
expired in 2000 because inspection of the system never occurred and the District never
approved the system. In fact, Mr. Sayler admitted in his affidavit that he installed the
system and covered it up without inspection by a representative of the District. The onsite sewage permit system which was issued on May 13, 1999 was valid for one year.
The permit expired, however, because no inspection occurred and the system was
never approved.
The Court finds, based on the affidavits submitted by both parties, that this
system has not been permitted, inspected, or approved, and that there is no genuine
issue of material fact regarding this issue.

Because it is unlawful to use that system

until a new permit is issued and the system is inspected and approved, any such use
prior to that time constitutes an improper use of a subsurface sewage disposal system
in violation of the applicable Environmental Health Code standards and of Rule 5.01 of
the Individual/Subsurface Sewage Disposal Rules, IDAPA 58.01.03.

Therefore, the

Court will grant summary judgment in favor of the District on this issue.
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E.

Nuisance

At the hearing held on December 22, 2010, the Court issued an oral ruling that
Plaintiffs had not met their burden of going forward with evidence regarding their
allegations that Defendants' activities on the Subject Property constituted a public
nuisance, and denied Plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment on that issue.

At the

conclusion of that hearing, counsel for Plaintiffs indicated that he would withdraw that
issue in order to enable the Court to issue a final judgment in this action. Therefore,
based on the statement of counsel for Plaintiffs, this issue will be deemed withdrawn.
III.

Remedies Sought
Plaintiffs requested various remedies in their Memorandum in Support of their

motion for summary judgment.

It is clear that this Court has the authority and

jurisdiction to issue a permanent injunction based on the granting of summary judgment
on the issues set forth above. See Idaho Code § 67-6527. However, the authority for
the Court to grant the other remedies requested by Plaintiffs is not as clear.
Accordingly, should Plaintiffs desire to continue to seek such remedies, they will need to
file the appropriate motion and provide the authority they assert the Court has to order
those remedies. Such motion and any supporting briefs and/or affidavits shall be filed,
and the motion noticed for hearing, in accordance with I.R.C.P. 7(b).
IV.

Order
NOW THEREFORE, based on the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as

follows:
Summary judgment is hereby GRANTED in favor of Plaintiff Kootenai County on
the issues pertaining to the operation of an RV park on the subject property without a
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duly issued conditional use permit (CUP), and to the construction, siting and occupancy
of the building located on the subject property referred to above as "the 1000 sq. ft.
building."
Summary judgment is hereby GRANTED in favor of Plaintiff Panhandle Health
District on the issue pertaining to the use of the subsurface sewage disposal system on
the subject property associated with the RV park and the 1000 sq. ft. building without a
valid permit, inspection, and approval from the District.
The allegations in Plaintiffs' Complaint that Defendants are using, or are causing,
allowing, or suffering the use of, the subject property in a manner constituting a public
nuisance are hereby deemed WITHDRAWN.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that a permanent injunction, based on the granting
of summary judgment as set forth above, shall be entered via separate order of the
Court.

The Court hereby

reserves

ruling

regarding

the

authority for,

and

appropriateness of, the other remedies sought by Plaintiffs for further hearing.
DATED this.5.L day of

-=S-Ct...\f\.

12011.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho, and
PANHANDLE HEALTH DISTRICT NO.1,
a public health district duly established
pursuant to Title 39, Chapter 4, Idaho
Code,
Plaintiff,

Case No.

CV-09-3339

ORDER GRANTING
PERMANENT INJUNCTION

vs.
PEGGY HARRIMAN and TERRY
SAYLOR,
Defendants.

WHEREAS, Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment, which was filed with the
Court on November 19, 2010, sought the issuance of a permanent injunction barring
Defendants from unlawfully operating a recreational vehicle (RV) park and associated
sewage disposal system on the real property described below, and barring Defendants
from unlawfully occupying or using a 1000 square foot building located on the real
property described below; and

ORDER GRANTING PERMANENT INJUNCTION - 1
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WHEREAS, the Court, after having considered the briefing and supporting
affidavits submitted by the parties, and having heard oral argument by the parties at a
hearing on Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment which was held on December 22,
2010, announced its oral ruling from the bench at the conclusion of that hearing, and
has entered a Memorandum Decision and Order in re: Motion for Summary Judgment
contemporaneously herewith;
NOW THEREFORE, based on the Court's prior rulings on Plaintiffs' Motion for
Summary Judgment, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows:
The Defendants, PEGGY HARRIMAN-SAYLER and TERRY SAYLER, are
hereby PERMANENTLY ENJOINED from using the real property described below as an
RV park, campground, or similar use unless an approved conditional use permit (CUP),
or such permit as may be required for such use under subsequently adopted zoning
regulations, is first obtained from Plaintiff Kootenai County.
The Defendants, PEGGY HARRIMAN-SAYLER and TERRY SAYLER, are
further PERMANENTLY ENJOINED from occupying or using the 1000 sq. ft. building
located on the real property described below unless an approved building permit and
certificate of occupancy are first obtained from Plaintiff Kootenai County.
The Defendants, PEGGY HARRIMAN-SAYLER and TERRY SAYLER, are
further PERMANENTLY ENJOINED from using the subsurface sewage disposal system
which has been serving the RV park and the 1000 sq. ft. building on the real property
described below without a valid permit, inspection, and approval from Plaintiff
Panhandle Health District.

ORDER GRANTING PERMANENT INJUNCTION - 2
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this permanent injunction shall apply to the real
property legally described as Tax No. 14055, a portion of Government Lot 3, Section 19,
Township 52 North, Range 3 West Boise Meridian, Kootenai County, Idaho, more fully
described in Exhibit "A" to the Complaint previously filed in this matter.

The street

address commonly associated with this property is 18209 North Cedar Grove Lane,
Hayden, Idaho 83835. The Parcel Identification Number (PIN) assigned to this property

by the Kootenai County Assessor is 52N03W195550, and the Alternate Identification
Number CAIN) assigned to this property by the Kootenai County Assessor is 172324.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this permanent injunction shall continue in force
and effect until modified or dissolved by subsequent order of this Court. This injunction
shall be binding upon the parties to the action, their officers, agents, servants,
employees, and attorneys, and upon those persons in active concert or participation

"
with them who receive actual notice of the order by personal service or otherwise.
DATED this

3

t

day of

T ~\...Lll C" Y

,2011.

/
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P.O. Box 9000
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o ORIGINAL
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho, and
PANHANDLE HEALTH DISTRICT NO.1,
a public health district duly established
pursuant to Title 39, Chapter 4, Idaho
Code,

Case No.

CV-09-3339

JUDGMENT
Plaintiff,
vs.
PEGGY HARRIMAN and TERRY
SAYLOR,
Defendants.

WHEREAS, the Court, after having considered the briefing and supporting
affidavits submitted by the parties, and having heard oral argument by the parties at a
hearing on Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment which was held on December 22,
2010, announced its oral ruling from the bench at the conclusion of that hearing, and
entered a Memorandum Decision and Order in re: Motion for Summary Judgment on
January' 31,2011 (hereinafter referred to as the "Memorandum Decision"); and

JUOGMENT-1
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WHEREAS, the Court also entered an Order Granting Permanent Injunction on
January 31, 2011 (hereinafter referred to as the "Permanent Injunction") based on its
Memorandum Decision; and
WHEREAS, the Memorandum Decision specifically reserved ruling on the issue
of remedies requested by Plaintiffs other than those contained in the Permanent
Injunction; and
WHEREAS, Plaintiffs have filed a Motion for Entry of Judgment which indicates
that they have elected not to seek remedies in addition to those contained in the
Permanent Injunction, and requests that the Court enter final judgment based on the
rulings made in the Memorandum Decision and the relief granted in the Permanent
Injunction;
NOW THEREFORE, based on Plaintiffs' Motion for Entry of Judgment, the
Court's previous rulings in the Memorandum Decision and the Permanent Injunction,
and good cause appearing;
IT IS THE JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that, for the reasons set forth in the
Memorandum Decision, Defendants are, and at all relevant times have been, engaging
in certain unlawful uses of the property which is the subject of this action (hereinafter
referred to as the "subject property"); specifically, the operation of an RV park on the
subject property without a conditional use permit issued by Plaintiff Kootenai County;
the construction, siting, and occupancy of a building referred to in the Memorandum
Decision as "the 1000 square foot building" without a building permit or certificate of
occupancy issued by Plaintiff Kootenai County; and the installation and use of a

JUOGMENT-2
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subsurface sewage disposal system without a permit or approval issued by Plaintiff
Panhandle Health District.
IT IS FURTHER THE JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that the remaining
allegations set forth in Plaintiffs' Complaint, including, without limitation, those relating to
the existence of a public nuisance on the subject property, are WITHDRAWN.
IT IS FURTHER THE JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that the terms and
conditions of the Permanent Injunction, which are incorporated into this Judgment by
reference herein, shall remain in full force and effect as set forth therein. Any additional
remedies which may have been properly sought are hereby deemed WAIVED.

Such

waiver, however, shall be without prejudice to the right of either Plaintiff to seek any
legal or equitable remedy authorized by law in the event of a subsequent violation of the
Permanent Injunction by either Defendant.
IT IS FUR·THER THE JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that Defendants, having
complied with each and every term and condition of the Order Granting Preliminary
Injunction entered in this matter on October 22, 2009, from the date of entry of the
Judgment in re: Motion for Contempt (December 17, 2010), until the date of entry of this
Judgment, are hereby RELIEVED of their respective obligations to pay the fines set
forth in the Judgment in re: Motion for Contempt.
IT IS FURTHER THE JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that each of the Plaintiffs
are deemed to be the prevailing parties in this matter pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(8).
DATED this )., \

day of

t\

r f--' \

,2011.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the 7,
day of
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, 2011, I
caused to be served a true and complete copy of the foregoing, via the method
indicated below, to the following persons:
Via first class mail, postage prepaid:

Peggy Harriman-Sayler
Terry Sayler
P.O. Box 2585
Hayden, 1083835
Via facsimile (FAX):

Patrick M. Braden
Kootenai County Prosecutor's Office, Civil Division
451 N. Government Way
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000
Fax: (208) 446-1621

CLIFFORD T. HAYES
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho, and
PANHANDLE HEALTH DISTRICT NO.1,
a public health district duly established
pursuant to Title 39, Chapter 4, Idaho
Code,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No.

CV-09-3339

ORDER VACATING JUDGMENT,
GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT AND
DENYING DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR EXTENSION OF JUDGMENT

PEGGY HARRIMAN and TERRY
SAYLER,
Defendants.

WHEREAS, the Court, pursuant to Plaintiffs' Motion for Entry of Judgment filed
on April 17, 2011, entered a final Judgment in this matter on April 21, 2011; and
WHEREAS, it has been brought to the Court's attention that the Notice of
Presentment filed contemporaneously with Plaintiffs' Motion for Entry of Judgment
provided fourteen (14) days for Defendants to file any objections to the proposed
Judgment, plus three (3) days' mailing time pursuant to I.R.C.P. 6(e)(1); and

ORDER VACATING JUDGMENT, GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT
AND DENYING DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF JUDGMENT - 1
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WHEREAS, Defendants filed a Motion for Extension of Judgment on April 22,
2011, in which they sought a ninety (90) day extension of time for entry of final judgment
in order to prepare and file a motion for reconsideration of the Court's previously
entered Memorandum Decision on Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment and Order
Granting Permanent Injunction; and
WHEREAS, in response to Defendants' motion, Plaintiffs set their Motion for
. Entry of Judgment for oral argument on June 14, 2011; and
WHEREAS, based on the circumstances set forth above, the Court finds that the
entry of judgment in this matter on April 21, 2011 was premature, and therefore, that
good cause exists to vacate that Judgment; and
WHEREAS, the Court further finds that Defendants have not provided the Court
with a legally valid reason not to enter judgment in this matter on the same terms and
conditions as were set forth in the "previously entered Judgment, and therefore, that an
amended judgment may be entered in this matter on the same terms and conditions as
were set forth in the previously entered Judgment;
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Judgment entered in
this matter on April 21, 2011 is hereby VACATED.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff's Motion for Entry of Judgment is
hereby GRANTED.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendants' Motion for Extension of Judgment
is hereby DENIED.

II
II
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Counsel for Plaintiffs shall forthwith prepare and submit an Amended Judgment
on the same terms and conditions as were set forth in the previously entered Judgment.
DATED this

fl

day of

~\...\.J...,..Q

,2011.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the
day of __JL=-L(-,,-1'1~e~ _ _ _ , 2011, I
caused to be served a true and complete copy of the foregoing, via the method
indicated below, to the following persons:
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Via first class mail, postage prepaid:
Peggy Harriman-Sayler
Terry Sayler
P.O. Box 2585
Hayden, 10 83835
Via facsimile (FAX):
Patrick M. Braden
Kootenai County Prosecutor's Office, Civil Division
451 N. Government Way
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000
Fax: (208) 446-1621

CLIFFORD T. HAYES
Clerk of the District Court

By:

OLMlr&V.JW1

Deputy Clerk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO: IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho, and
PANHANDLE HEALTH DISTRICT NO.1,
a public health district duly established
pursuant to Title 39, Chapter 4, Idaho
Code,

Case No.

CV-09-3339

AMENDED JUDGMENT

Plaintiff,
vs.
PEGGY HARRIMAN and TERRY
SAYLOR,
Defendants.

WHEREAS, the Court, after having considered the briefing and supporting
affidavits submitted by the parties, and having heard oral argument by the parties at a
hearing on Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment which was held on December 22,
2010, announced its oral ruling from the bench at the conclusion of that hearing, and
entered a Memorandum Decision and Order in re: Motion for Summary Judgment on
January 31,2011 (hereinafter referred to as the "Memorandum Decision"); and
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WHEREAS, the Court also entered an Order Granting Permanent Injunction on
January 31, 2011 (hereinafter referred to as the "Permanent Injunction") based on its
Memorandum Decision; and
WHEREAS, the Memorandum Decision specifically reserved ruling on the issue
of remedies requested by Plaintiffs other than those contained in the Permanent
Injunction; and
WHEREAS, on April 17, 2011, Plaintiffs filed a Motion for Entry of Judgment
which indicated that they had elected not to seek remedies in addition to those
contained in the Permanent Injunction, and requested that the Court enter final
judgment based on the rulings made in the Memorandum Decision and the relief
granted in the Permanent Injunction; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Plaintiffs' Motion for Entry of Judgment, the Court
entered a final Judgment in this matter on April 21, 2011; and
WHEREAS, Defendants .filed a Motion for Extension of Judgment on April 22,
2011; and
WHEREAS, in response to Defendants' motion, Plaintiffs set their Motion for
Entry of Judgment for oral argument on June 14, 2011; and
WHEREAS, the Court entered an Order Vacating Judgment, Granting Plaintiff's
Motion for Entry of Judgment and Denying Defendants' Motion for Extension of
Judgment (hereinafter referred to as the "Order Vacating Judgment") on June __ ,
2011, which vacated the Judgment entered on April 21, 2011 for the reasons stated
therein, granted Plaintiffs' Motion for Entry of Judgment, and denied Defendants' Motion
for Extension of Judgment;

AMENDED JUDGMENT - 2
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NOW THEREFORE, based on Plaintiffs' Motion for Entry of Judgment, the
Court's previous rulings in the Memorandum Decision, the Permanent Injunction, and
the Order Vacating Judgment, and good cause appearing;
IT IS THE JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that, for the reasons set forth in the
Memorandum Decision, Defendants are, and at all relevant times have been, engaging
in certain unlawful uses of the property which is the subject of this action (hereinafter
referred to as the "subject property"); specifically, the operation of an RV park on the
subject property without a conditional use permit issued by Plaintiff Kootenai County;
the construction, siting, and occupancy of a building referred to in the Memorandum
Decision as "the 1000 square foot building" without a building permit or certificate of
occupancy issued by Plaintiff Kootenai County; and the installation and use of a
subsurface sewage disposal system without a permit or approval issued by Plaintiff
Panhandle Health District.
IT IS FURTHER THE JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that the remaining
allegations set forth in Plaintiffs' Complaint, including, without limitation, those relating to
the existence of a public nuisance on the subject property, are WITHDRAWN.
IT IS FURTHER THE JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that the terms and
conditions of the Permanent Injunction, which are incorporated into this Judgment by
reference herein, shall remain in full force and effect as set forth therein. Any additional
remedies which may have been properly sought are hereby deemed WAIVED. Such
waiver, however, shall be without prejudice to the right of either Plaintiff to seek any
legal or equitable remedy authorized by law in the event of a subsequent violation of the
Permanent Injunction by either Defendant.

AMENDED JUDGMENT-3
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IT IS FURTHER THE JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that Defendants, having
complied with each and every term and condition of the Order Granting Preliminary
Injunction entered in this matter on October 22, 2009, from the date of entry of the
Judgment in re: Motion for Contempt (December 17, 2010), until the date of entry of this
Judgment, are hereby RELIEVED of their respective obligations to pay the fines set
forth in the Judgment in re: Motion for Contempt.
IT IS FURTHER THE JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that each of the Plaintiffs
are deemed to be the prevailing parties in this matter pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(8).
DATEDthis£daYOf

.... ~~

,2011 .

. Simpson, District
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the
day of
,.jU-V\~
, 2011, 1
caused to be served a true and complete copy of the foregoing, via the method
indicated below, to the following persons:
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Via first class mail, postage prepaid:

Peggy Harriman-Sayler
Terry Sayler
P.O. Box 2585
Hayden, 10 83835
Via facsimile (FAX):

Patrick M. Braden
Kootenai County Prosecutor's Office, Civil Division
451 N. Government Way
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000
/~
Fax: (208) 446-1621

, 1)'/

lj

CLIFFORD T. HAYES
Clerk of the District Court

By

[~/'-<}V\

Deputy Clerk

~
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR COUNTY KOOTENAI

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political

}

Subdivision of the State of Idaho, and

}

PANDHANDLE HEALTH DISTRICT NO 1

}

A public health district duly established

}

Pursuant to Title 39, chapter 4, Idaho

}

Code,

}

PLAINTIFF,
vs,

"

Case No. CV 09- -3339

}
}

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF TRIAL

}
PEGGY HARRIMAN and TERRY SAYLER

}

Defendants

}

----------------------------}
COME NOW the Defendants Pro Se, PEGGY HARRIMAN AND TERRY SAYLER, and
Pursuant to Plaintiff, ask to move Honorable Judge SIMPSON to have RECONSIDERATION of
The Trial. Due to IDAHO STATE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW at 609, 768 P .2d at 1342.

IN the plaintiffs lawsuit, Sandra Forstrom and Roxanne Webb stated In their Affidavits
Defendants Violated Ordinances 9-2-2, 9-13-9, 9-24-5 Which were written in 2007,
2008, 2009 which do not apply to our GRAND FATHER Clause Zoning Ordinance # 159

According to Idaho Constitution law Protecting GRANDFATHER Clauses (Idaho Constitution. ID
At 609, 768p. 2d at 1342).

In witnesses Affidavits submitted to the Court Sandra Forstrom and Roxanne Webb stated that
Roxanne Webb started working for Kootenai County in 2002, Sandra Forstrom started work
For Kootenai County in 2007 . Which makes them INCOMPETENT WITNESSES to activities on
Subject property in 1998- 1999.

In Affidavits of Eileen Wilson and Tom Wilson they stated the Campground was Completed in
1998. (SEE SIGN OFF PERMITS 11/25/98).

Judge Simpson ordered Defendant Peggy Harriman Not to SPEAK at her own Summary
Judgment Hearing 12/22/2010 .

ALLOWING HER NO DUE PROCESSOF LAW.

Defendants PEGGY HARRIMAN and TERRY SAYLER were not given the Right to Cross Examine
Plaintiffs Sandra Forstrom and Roxanne Webb Due their absence at SUMMERY JUDGMENT
Hearing. There was no Proof of ordinances 9-2-2, 9-13-9, 9-24-5 being broken by Plaintiff at the
Summary Judgment Hearing.

Judge Simpson Signed Final Judgment out oftiming (April 21, 2011) and defendants Responded
By (April22, 2011) with in time limit of sequence of timing defendants had till ( April 29, 2011).
June 14,2011 Final Judgment was Amended

CONCLUSION:

We the Defendants Request Reconsideration for a New Trial or Dismissal of Final Judgment.
A Competent Terror of Fact Would Dismiss This Case CV-09-3339 as Judge Watson did having
no Proof beyond all Reasonable Doubt. See Certified Kootenai County Records on June 28, 1999
Rand Wickman, Kootenai County Building Planning Director stated the campground was
GRAND FATHERED in the Rural Zone Based on Zoning Ordinance #159 which stated
DUDE RANCH CAMPING was an ALLOWED USE. See Feree Home Estates Survey shows
INGRESS and EGRESS as ACCESS.

United States and Idaho Constitutions Id . at 609, 768 P .2d at 1342 However," [t]his right
( often termed a "grandfather right" in lay parlance) simply protects the owner from abrupt
termination of what had been a lawful condition of activity on the property. The protection
does not extend beyond this purpose" Bastian v. City of Twin Falls, 104 Idaho 307, 309,658
p.2d 978, 980 (Ct App. 1983 " The owner of a nonconforming use may lose the protected
grandfather right if the use is enlarged of expanded in violation of a valid
zoning ordinance." Baxter,

115 Idaho at 609, 768p .2d at 1342.

Thus, the party asserting that a

nonconforming use is lawful must show what the use was as date of the ordinance rendering

\-l6f

such use unlawful, and that such use haw>een expanded or enlarged since the effective date of
such ordinance.

THE Defendants Property Has Never Been Enlarged of Expanded since Permits were Signed off
in 1998. Defendants supportive Evidence Ordinance #159 Section 13-04 uses Permitted: H
Dude Ranch Campgrounds was a permitted and conforming use.

The subject property always been defined as a "Dude Ranch, Campground' .
See: Defined on signed off Campground permit.

PLAINTIFF: Has no Supportive Evidence that Subject Property was Enlarged of Expanded.
PLAINTIFF:

Has no Supportive Evidence of Non- Conforming use: See Certified copy of

Ordinance # 159; Uses Permitted, also SEE certified copy of GRANDFATHERED in.
PLAINTIFF IN SUMMARY JUDGMENT 12/22/10: HAD NO DEFINITION OF A DUDE RANCH
CAMPGROUND. A PERMITED USES IN 19997

Defendants feel this Lawsuit is a Frivilious Fabrication of Falsehoods, and a waste of valuable
Court time.

A COM PENT TERROR OF FACT: Would Dismiss this Case # CV-09-3339

Due to Lack of Plaintiffs Proof Beyond all Reasonable Doubt.

TERRY SYLER Pro SE

CERTIRICATE OF HAND DELIVERY
I hereby certify that on the

6lJ-

day of June, 20111 caused to be true and

Correct copy of the foregoing by methed of hand delivery, and addressed to the following:

~£&~~

TERRY SAYLER

,/

CERTIFICATION
I, Betsy Anderson, Planning Assistant for the Kootenai County Building and
Planning Department, do hereby certify that the attached document is a true,
exact, complete copy of a Memo from Sandy Forstrom to Bill Douglas.

tk1.t2u~
son

Betsy And
Date

I/,/q,/{)

"'"

K ,O OT-'

.jU

C:OUNTY

BUILDING &: PLANNlNG
DEPART'M ENT
REQUEST FOR PROSECUTION REVIEW
DATE:

August 26, 2008

TO:

Bill Douglas, Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney

FROM:

Sandy Forstrom
440-\ 056
Kootenai County Building & Planning

CC:

Scott Clark, Building & Planning Director
Pat Braden, Attorney
Board of County Commissioners

SUBJECT:

CY-4438-06P / CY08-0359

1)

Name of offender/site manager (Defendant): Peggy Harriman / Terry Saylor

2)

Name of property owner: Peggy Harriman

3)

Location of violation: 18209 N. Cedar Grove, Hayden lD 83835 (Parcel # 52N03W-19-5550)

4) Date/periods of violation: On or around)une 28, 1999 through June 22,2005 and January 10, 2007 to
Present
Ordinances violated (copy of applicable section attached):
Kootenai County Zoning Ordinance 401, Title 9, Chapter 13 and 23
i) Section 9-13-S-More than one single family residence and/or commercial facility on parcel-Not
permitted
ii) Section 9-13-9 -Failure to obtain land use approval- Conditional Use Permit required for a
Commercial Resort in a Rural zone
iii) Chapter 23, Section 9-23-1- Conditional Use - Permit not obtained
b) Kootenai County Building Ordinance #409, 7-1-18, F and 2006 International Residential Code,
Section RI05.5
i) Permit # 28746-Expired- No final inspection

5)

a)

6) Violation Summary:
a) Work/activity history: Recreational Vehicle Park in Rural zone without Conditional Use Permits,
without approval from Garwood Water Co-op, Panhandle Health and Timberlake Fire Department.
i) June 28-1999-Complaint received regarding campground being built behind complainants parcel.
ii) June .28J999-Rllnd Wichman, Kootenai County Building and Planning Director stated the
,:;caiTipground' wasgrandfathered in the Rural Zone based on zoning Ordinance # 159 which states a
Dude Rancnwas an allowed use.
(I) * *This was an error as the parcel is located on a private road, not an existing public right-ofway or access approved through subdivision regulations. **
iii) June 14, 2005-Complaintant called regarding status of investigation
iv) June 22, 2005- As a result of the June 14; 2005 complaint call, a site inspection was conducted and
indicated no activity on site . Road is unused. All Recreational Vehicle sites are overgrown with
PHONE (208) 446-1070

______4.51

•

FAX (208) 446-1071

"Z. '77

Crl>VERNMENT.-W-AY~--20e-BQ;X-9000 -4L-(}eEU':R-:f)~AI:iENE'ID-S-a8T&;gO-o'd-L,, -

-

-

"'
weeds. Site not metered. No one lives on site. Pictures dated June 22,2005 show parcel not
currently used.
.

v)

January to, 2007-Per Assessor, parcel now has hookups for camp sites, bathroom and shower
rooms off of an un-permitted Accessory Living Unit.

7) Stop Notifications:
nd
a) January 3, 2007 -Notice of Violation mailed certified re: 2 residence (Returned unclaimed)
b) January 16, 2007-Notice of Violation mailed for Failure to obtain land use approval for Recreational
Vehicle Park.
c) June 20, 2007 - 151 letter mailed for 2 nd residence
d) August 27, 2007- Notice of Violation mailed for Failure to obtain land use approval for Recreational
Vehicle Park, under Zoning Ordinance #401, Chapter 13,9-13-9 and Chapter 23,9-23- I.
e) September 14, 2007_1 51 Letter mailed for Failure to obtain land use approval for Recreational Vehicle
Park.
nd
t) October 02, 2007-Notice to Title recorded for 2 Residence
g) November 9, 2007-Notice to Title recorded for Failure to obtain land use approval for Recreational
Vehicle Park
h) August 1, 200S-New Notice of Violation- CV08-0359 posted for Failure to obtain land use approval
due to additional calls from neighbors that the Recreational Vehicle park is in steady use and for permit
28746 expired without final inspection.
8) Outside Agencies efforts to bring them into compliance, etc.:
a) March 8, 1999-Letter from PHD to Peggy Harriman re: Proposed RV Park-Plans submitted are not
acceptable.
b) July 20, 1999-Cedar Grove Lane Road Association Meeting- Peggy Harriman and Terry Sayler are
denied use of Cedar Grove Lane for the purpose of accessing their RV park and Campground.
c) August 101999- Letter from Attorney Mischelle R. Fulgham of Lukins & Annis, P.S. Attorneys At
Law to Terry Saylor re-affirming that Cedar Grove Lane Road Association has denied them use of the
private road for their Recreational Vehicle Park.
d) September 19, 2007- Letter from Panhandle Health re: water & sewer hook-up completed even though
Permit # 99-28-00008 was expired in May 2000. No system was installed or approved.
e) October 2, 2007- Letter from Garwood Water Cooperative to Peggy Harriman & Terry Saylor that the
RV Park is in violation of Garwood Water Cooperative's Bylaws.
f) July 24,2008 - Letter from Garwood Water Cooperative to Peggy Harriman & Terry Saylor
reaffirming they cannot use residential water from their home to supply their CampgroundlRV Park.
9) Kootenai County Efforts to bring them into compliance, etc.:
a) August 7, 2007 - Conference with Peggy HarrimanlTerry Saylor, they will apply for Accessory Living
Unit.
b) January 17, 200S-Conference with Peggy Harriman/Terry Saylor for a Pre-Application. Peggy
Harriman states that they are running a Dude Ranch, not a Recreational Vehicle Park
c) April 2008 - conversation with Mr. Saylor requesting proof that nonconforming use of land had not
ceased for more than 6 months or expanded upon.
10) Names of witnesses:
a) Eileen Wilson
2414 E. Homestead Loop Hayden ID 83835
b) Brenda Isley
18363 N. Cedar Grove Lane, Hayden ID 83835
c) Jack & Donna Osborne 1766 J N. Cedar Grove Lane, Hayden ID 83835
d) Kootenai County Building & Planning personnel
i) Mel Palmer 446-1065
ii) Roxy Webb 446- 1075

2

208~ 762-2469

208-762-5745

·.
11) Photograph(s) of site and violation at1ached: (NO)

(YES)

#:

11 _ __

12) Attachments: Let1ers from outside Agencies/Ordinances
a) Cedar Grove Lane Association Declaration of Road Maintenance/Covenants-Recorded November 15,
1993
b) Cedar Grove Lane Road Association Meeting - July 20 1999
c) Letter from Lukins & Annis Attorneys At Law ~ August r0, 1999
d) Letter from Lukins & Annis Attorneys At Law with pictures - August 19, 1999
e) Panhandle Health District - September 24 2007
f) Garwood Water Cooperative- October 2,2007
g) Garwood Water Cooperative-July 24, 2008
h) Zoning Ordinance # 159 - Adopted August 1990
i)~·Zoning.Ordinance # 401 - Chapter 13, Rural Zone, Chapter 23-Conditional Uses, Adopted May 30,
2007
j) Building Ordinance #409 - Adopted January I, 2008
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CERTIFICATE Of DEDICATION
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.t

AT.r· ~.~S'_
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CERTIFICATION

Betsy A derson
Date

/1, /Cf. 10

KOOTENAI COUNTY ZONING

RURAL ZONE

NCE

ARI'IcrE 13
RURAL ZONE (R)
SECTIONS:
13.00
13 • 01
13 • 02
13 • 03
13.04
13 • 05
13.06
13. 07

RURAL ZONE
RESTRIcrICNS
SITE AREA
NCNCCNFORMING lOIS OF REOJRD
USES PERMITl'ED - 5 AmES wrrn 165 FT. FRONI'AGE
USES PERMITl'ED - 10 ACRES wrrn ROAD ACCESS

PROHIBrrED USES
FRONr, SIDE, AND REAR YARD

SEI'Bl>~CKS

13 • 08 OJNDrrIONAL USES
SECTION 13.00

IDFAL ZONE

'Ihe "Rural zone" is a classification for a district suitable for rural uses,
such as:
limited agricultural pursuits including livest:cx::k prcduction arrl
forestry.
SECTION 13.01

RESTRICTIONS

No uses, other than those provided for in this Ordinance, are pennitted..
SECTION 13.02

SITE AREA

Sixty-five (65) percent of the area of all sites shall l::e left in open space
free fram stnlctu:res.
SECI'ION 13. 03

:NC:Na:tOOR1ING IOIS OF RECORD

'Ihe :minimum site area requirerrents will apply in the Rural zone, except that
these regulations shall not prdllbit residential uses an:l their accessory
buildings on a nonconfo:rnring lot of record (lots divided prior to the date of
this Ordinance - see D3finitions). All st.ru.ctures shall IOOet the required yard
setbacks for the Rural zone.
SECTION 13.04

USES PEI\'MI'ITED - . 5 ACRES

wrrn

165 FT. FRONI'AGE

On property of not less ·than five (5) acres an:l with one hun::1red sixty-five
(165) feet of frontage on an existinq p...1blic right-of-way or access approved

through sul::division regulations, the following uses are pennitted, provided
that sixty-five (65) percent of the area of the site is left in open space free
of structures:

A.

Agricultural Uses - Which includes cultivation of lard, storage of related
agricultural products
arrl equipnent,
floricultu...-re,
horticulture,
nurseries, vineyards, truck garcleninq, animal am poultry husbaniI:y, an:i
general f~, except that for nonconform.in;J lots of record the minllnum
lot area for the keeping of livestock shall l::e 3/4 acre.

45

RURAL ZONE

KOOTENAI COUNTY ZONING ORDINANCE

am other non-profit :public or private carmnunity

B.

Churches, gra.rge halls,
facilities.

C.

Heme occupations as defined in Section 2.02.

D.

Hospitals an::l sanitariums (except animal hospitals - see Conditional Use
Section) .

E.

Institutions of higher lea.rnirq, incluc1.in:J the buildings an::1 uses nonnally
c:a.r.1..i.ect on tt~~in.
.
~:"!-. '17,

F.

Public parks,

G.

Public

~, picnic areas, an:i other p.1blic special use
areas, such as fish hatcheries an::1 game preserves.

am private schools (except

'Where students are l.lI'rler physical

restraint) .
H.

Recreation uses such as dude ranches, ski courses, campg:rourx:is, an::1 ricti.rq
academies.

I.

Repair am maintenance activities, build.i.rgs, and associated storage areas
when located on the sane property as the residence, an::1 also provided all
storage areas are surroon::1ed with a sight-obscur:iIg fence an::1 no rore. than
one (1) person artside the inuned.iate family is employed to work on the
premises (i.e. ICXB:iIg contractor).

J.

Residential Uses:
1.

s:iIgle-Family

2.

Olplex - 'IWo-Family Residence

3.

Marnlfactu:red Harne units - A Manufactured Harne as a sin;Jle residence

K.

Roadside st:arrls of not rrore than three hurrlred (300) square feet for the
sale of agricul tu.....-ru. products produced on t.'e premises.

L.

storage of materials used in connection with the operation of a household
an::1 activities associated with the nonnal construction of all the
ruilci.inJs on the property.
All other storage is prohibited except as
provided herein.

M.

Temporary Hardship Use, subject to the stan:::1a..rds of Section 25.06.

SECI'ION 13.05
On

USES PEM1ITI'ED - 10 ACRES WITlI

R)A[)

ACCESS

property of not less than ten (10) acres with road aocess only:
All uses pe.nnitted in Section 13.04.

CE

KOOTENAI COUNTY ZONING

SECTICN 13.06

RURAL ZONE

fRCHIBITED USES

A.

I.n::hlstrial uses

B.

Manufacturirq uses

C.

CCmrrercial uses

D.

outdoor advertis:i.rg structures, except unlighted signs attached to a
buildirxj not greater than thirty-two (32) square feet in size identifyirq
a bane cxx:upation or specifyinJ a service that is ren:lered or a product
that is prcxiuced on the premises.
Also, except signs irdicating the
proposed sale or rentai of all or part of the property on which the sign ."'::-.
is located.

E.

General warehousing - Storage of materials not used in connection with the
aJ::x:we pennitted uses.

SECTION 13.07

.FRCNI', SIDE, AND REAR YARD SETBACKS

A.

Front yard ....•.•..........•.••.•..••.•..........•.•• 25 feet

B.

side Yard ............................................ 10 ff3et

c.

Flanking street ...................................... 15 feet

D.

Rea.r Yard ............................................ 15 feet

.' SECTION 13.08

CDNDITIONAL USES

Rifle Ranges

A.

Gun Clubs and

B.

a:mnercial FUr Farms

C.

Rental Warel'1cuse

D.

Animal Clinics or Orphanages,
Schools

E.

Agricultural Prcducts Sales Store

F.

outdoor 'Theaters

G.

Auto

H.

Sawmills, Shingle or Plan.inq Mill, Woodwork.in:j Plant

I.

Radio arrl Television Towers

J.

Airp::>rts arrl ~ Fields

K.

Race Tracks

Wrecld..n:J

Hospitals,

~

Yards, Junk Yards, Autarotive Repair

47

Kennels

an:i Runs I

,~

KOOTENAI COUNTY ZONING ORDINANCE

RURAL ZONE

L.

Explosive storage arrl Manufacturin::J

M.

Private Resort (non-profit)

N.

Group HalSing

o.

cemeteries

p,~.

. ,Sanitary landfills

Q.

Public utility Ccmplex Facility

R.

Wholesale Greenhcuses

s.

Restricted SUrface Mi.nin;J

T.

Ccmme.rcial Resort

u.

Il:iy . care center

V.

Retirement, Convalescent I Shelter an:i Nursirq Hames
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2.

My husband, Tom Wilson, and I reside at 2414 I':. Homesleac: Loa;)

Hayden, Idaho 83835.

Our property is adjacent to the prope:iy owned by ?egg)'

Harriman which is the subject of this matter (hereinafter "the Subject ProOHty"). Tne

\tv 3

south side of our property adjoins the north end of the Harriman propeliy.

n1:ved

our property in April of 1998 and have resided there continuouslY ever sincE::.
3.

We are well acquainted with Peggy Harriman and Terry Sajl(x, vvha

VIe;

believe is Ms. Harriman's husband. Both Ms. Harriman and Mr. Saylor I e:.:;ids all till:::
Subject Property.
4.

In the late 1990s we noticed that roads and campsites:.had Oben cleared
,

-.-,-'::::::1'

r-

,~

.::: -......,

-

___ -__ ... '\

on the western portion of the Subject Property, and that electrk;1ty,(~atel/ and 'sewer/

;..-- _______

.

\~====::::_~~ r-'---~-~~,--

hookups had been installed in this portion of the Subject Pror.Jerty.

hO\VS'I·?r,

']

u~;in8 t:""1':",

August of 2007, we did not ever notice ..any recreational vehicles (RVs,,~.

U! l~:

-.---...

property as a campsite, and the areas which had been clearej for campsite~ he:::
become overgrown,
5,

~i

• I

I' ,

)

.lr,t,cs:~

On August 18, 2007, I went out to the back of our pr8pen\lnd

that the western portion of the Subject
Property was full of nailers, tents, a.le R\h. 0r.2
I
/ '\
l-'·

.

~ I

I'

"

.

RV was parked only four feet (4') from our fence,
space was unoccupied.

At that time, I took the

,

.

From what I could :se2, c)t1ly or::::
photograph~

labeled

3~

Pic.ln;;:. ':

through 5 on the attached as Exhibit 1 to this Affidavit, wllic:h is inco l)C[c.tE;d ['Y
reference herein.
6,

At that time I noticed advertisements in the\ickel's V\/orin

advertised "New Woodsy RV Spaces" for rent.
language "Call Terry & Peggy 208-772-0994."

The

ad\jer~isemerH

Copies of

lhe3l:~

AFFIDAVIT OF EILEEN WILSON - 2
----&-\Beet!ffle nts and-SeHiR§S\maint,\bG\;al-SgttiPgsi-T.e.mpor a r1 In j e riP t F; le<;\O I
Wilson.doc
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CALL FOR tNSPEcnONS 769·44'01

Ne>

Add

l-

HARRIMAN,

e s s

PO BOX

!

:Serial
Farcel*:
Legal

b

0

,II

TAX

d d:

HWY
~ 95N. f
. .
IN RD'
~

.

19 T

"

DEC 1 6 1999

n e:

( 2 0 8)

Date:
52N R 03W

28746
S

• ..
.

III In e

n t:
. .

'

.

-

' (f!

.'

iCC
OJ

t<>

Y

31zJ71
jI~ .

Ii f\ Y 0 C N

ON GARWOOD
RD,
.

Ph

0

Ph
8 3 835

0

n e:
n e:

(
(

N ON C~DAR GROVE

)
)

TO SITt

..

ON

.

.l 0 . 31 SAC,
EX Eit P T

,
;'

7 7 2 - 00 7

54,732
P:
606,
PC:
f11:
Total:
27~9 Sf 5fj~ Mf 100 2f 232 COV POR 1849 NEW ROOf
..L ~
S I~ G L F A ~l RES (\ D [) I A Ll
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1
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SITE DISTURBANCE PERMIT APPLICATION
Kootenai County, Idaho

Nc>_

28790

Phone: (208) 772-0994

Owner
HARRIMAN. PEGGY
Address: PO BOX 2585 HAYDEN LAKE. 1083835

/

if) 11~

Date:
5 19 T 52N R 03W

Serial: 172324
Plan:
Parcel": 52N03W-19-5550
L.eqal
TAX #14055 ( IN GOV'T LT 3)

)
Phone: (
Contrtr: SELF
)
Phone:
(
M Contr:
Job Add: 1653 CEDAR GROVE HAYDEN 10 83835
nirects: 95N GARWOOD EAST .5 MILES LEFT ON CEDAR GRV TO STE ON LFT

Value
p:
PC:
t1:
Size
.3 ACRES EXCAVATION FOR CAMPGROUND
DCC Tvp: 24 SITE DISTURBANCE
OCC Graue:
Constrc:
NWEC:
Zoninq : RURAl.
Health:

Total:

o

DCC Load:

Comment:
EQUIRED INSPECTIONS:

o
o
o
o
o

Erosion Control - After site'
Erosion Control - MidFinal
Olher_

r

_____________

FEES
Risk Assessment (28)
Eng. Services (26)
Plan check/recheck (27)
Site inspections (28)
Administration (29)
Other (41)
TOTAL Fees (A)

RISK AS§.S8SMENT

$------1
~ch~
$
0 Not required
$
0 PLANS REQUIRED
$
0 By Design Professional
:

~

$ Zo~

0~slgn Professional optional
Et1i1O Plans Required

Estimate for Financial Guarantee

$
Thl S
bea:>mftS null end void if wo~ or c::on'truc::tion 8l.thorb:sd is not
oommercedwithln 100 dayS. Of dcons1f\JC1lOn (Yworl< I••""pended or abandoned

lor a Pi'OOd of 180 dayS" ""'I lim<> atl ... we<l< ~ commenced. Roolinsly lCheduled
nspeCbOno ars proof of contnt.ed adlVny on.he pennlt If reques1.d in writing. /he

0 Other

r-----;,..c.---------l----------,.L.------I
FIRE DEPT.

Planning DirDdor may ~ one 6-month ftxlemion.

J hereby cnr1itythat I have read end examIned this application and k.J1or.N the .ame ....;...------------I------~~-------I
to be \ruo lifid carect. AI prcMoior>S of laws and orchn"""",, _111\1 \hie type 01
work rnus1 be comphed with whalhliH 'IOp4iofl9d harein or not

Total Fees (A)

By js.suing any piirmit

cartific:./;t9, or by conductng Bny compliance inspecUon,
Koolenal Col>'1ly mak.N no w"rnvlty. rnp~ed or olherw", •• lhal any Inspected wor1\
is constructaO 'MloIy In compliOl1CO witrl odopted code. Q( /hal i ill ... ,_ 0< rrt 10K ony
parti<uI.r f'Jrpo>e. Kootflrnli COU'lty e>pr_1y diodamli "rtf lability or COI'lOlructlon
de1ec1a In work If is
upoo to !nsped n th. course of cerry1nQ out tts
oov.,"",<1(11.,1 duties
4..
Of

$.--==20=~ ~----~~--------------4

Fin. Guarantee (B) $._______- -

• NAVIGABLE WATERS

Balance Due (A+8) $,_-=zeJ=--.=:...__ I-_-"7L-_________- I
Issued -..!:f~-~=-------I
Receipt #

. OF WATER RESOURCES

11-.-124

NAM E (Please Print)
COMMENTS __________________________________________________________________
P:'MASTERS'S'IItYIPERMrT APP

38

~19o
~

SITE DISTURBANCE APPLICATION WORKSHEET
PLEASE PRINT

. Parcel Number

(12~~ 5:l "', 03 LV -

Property Owner

\ '" - 555:::::>.

~Cf ;./q y V] yY/ t/f../I'/

fo 6 , .?( 51(-:;-

Mailing Address

Contractor (name & address)· _ _>..::...l..-C'----.L_t-l..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Number of Existing Buildings

3

Has project received red tag?

Date,_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Directions to site from Coeur d'Alene: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.jJA~
J/
'.

~ Cf.F

: GGT~

N

e:.

.6 ~ .

Description and purpose of site disturbing activity

09'4~/)(4a~

v~

~15%

(!-Yr[f)

"Slope
0 < 15%
0
Volume of Excavation(CUblC yards) 0 <50
0 50 - 5000
0 >5000
Size ,of Site Disturbance Q
0 ~ 0 ~2'jJcres
.,. J.
A
Applicant Name (please print)-"L4~M~O:':::o/;4-'~...1..Ai:l~~-=~------- Date

0

Serial Number

/1 Q.. 'J '2 Y

Risk assessment: 0 Exempt

/

I yL

Property Size/Acreage,_.L{"';:"(-'-)--=-.'_=>.....:;..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
}fRequired

Physica!Address
(OS-3>~ ~~ ~ L~
Comments, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

pM'f:49) $20,00

o
o

o

Residential

j'bl (50) S50,00
~mmerCial

industrial
Waranty Deed Inst. #_ _ _ _ _ _ __

0 __________________

OCase#__________________________________

o Fire District sign Application & C/O,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
o Highway District sign Application & C/O_ _ _ _ _ __
o

Panhandle Health District sign Application & C/O

o Army Corps of Engineers sign Application

o Idaho Department of Lands sign Application
o Idaho Department of Water Resources sign Application

PlanningApprOVal~~~~l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~_

P:'MASTERSISVVM\SD ..WKSHT .WPD

390

)0 I tNAi CaUl'll Y I-'LAI'II'IING ()EPA.
.::i'il
400 NorthwcSI Blvd Coeur d'Alene. 108381>\
Phone No (208) 769-".r.01

'f

•

RISK ASSESSMENT
(P,:: ,;c

&J ri3LU

Parcel Number

e

,I:,e" 1,le plJ"1

19 t> f:650

EROSION

I

STOR.Ir\WATER
SCORE

cY'((.,0 ~')

Gradien: (% Slope)

(0. ~(5Ac-

P.)fcel Size

~(o)

L

01' ·25 5)
>25 ('0)

-0

o

SCORE

()

5 - 10 (3)

C i! - 15 (6)
016.25 10)
o >2515)

l

Soil K Factor

~{).0.2(1)

~

0.21·0.4 (3)
Soil #

--

0

>0.4 (5)

Soil Permeability

~SOOll)

proximj~ to Surface

Water ( t)

~

0201 ·500 5)
0
0·200(10)

Amount of Dislurbance
(% or Parcel Area)

CY6.3311~

~'500p
020\ - 500 5

o

D

0·200 10)

L

0}4·66 5
067· 100 (,0)

Total Impervious Area
(Sq Ft)

e

D

a-25.5 (0)

o < 0.5 (5)

o < 5f.XjJ (0)
B-T5COJ (5)

Impervious Area
Ratio (%)

~Tl

..'

....'

u

020··W 5
o >40 10)

Drainage Crossing

~{5)
o (0)

Buffer Strip

o Yes (-10)
o No

W

TOTALS
~RiS~(~ 9)
o Moderate/High Risk
o High Rlsr. (> 20)

-0
0

--

(0)

~~IOderale (S 14)

(10 . 20)

~

o High (2. 15)

o P,lans prepared by a design profess:onal ,eqvlred

o O~rfbuilder prepared plans required - d(::,lgn professlonJI optlonel!
\

-

8"No plans required
FEE S;

CHECK

Owner Name
Own!;:r Address
Prepared

By

RECEIPT

.klAMvY1W\ I a~

P. 0. ~O'f.

.'dS0$

DATE

PllOne No.

\-\~
Date

t(2

']c8 '172 c
~CO;)S

f-t:-A1

8.1

172324 52N03W-19-5550
REAL
REGULAR ROLL for 1998
*PRIME* 19 52N 03W *CAMA* Code Area 111-000
HARRIMAN, PEGGY
PO BOX 2585
~YDEN LAKE,
ID 83835
Location: 1653 CEDAR GROVE LN
Hayden 83835

o

service: 1653
TAX

E CEDAR GROVE LN

# 14055 ( IN GOV T LT 3)

Old:

83835

Last Year's Market:

I

PPlRENT: 52N03W-19-S400
Category
TIMBER - PROVDTY
HOMESITE
3l RES IMPROV/CAT 10
3l RES IMPROV/CAT 10
32 I MPROVl'1NT /CAT 1- 9
90 HOMEOWNERS EXEMPT

06
10

~

AG EXEMPTION

Note
T1
RSITE
HI
D1
GPB1
31

Acres
9.315
1.000

Front Ft

$61,945
52,914
-43,533
$71,326

LAND
IMPROVEMENTS
EXEMPTIONS
Total
REVAL YEAR 1996

Market Blt Apprd
27,945
0996
34,000
0996
43,197 94 0996
1,000
0996
8,717 96 1196
-22,099
029595

06

Init Factor
JRC
1.000
JRC
1.000
JRC
1.000
JRC
1.000
JRC
DRW

*T
10.315

WASTE CODING:

23 MAR 1998
13:36:34

0.000

1. 00 RESIDENTIAL

SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS
Code
WASTE DISPOSAL 457
END - 2 OTHERS - - *

Amount
80.00

Acres

Amount

Acres
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TERRY SAYLER & PEGGY HARRIMAN
18209 NO. CEDAR GROVE LANE

2Ul1 JUL 29 PM 3: 4/

HAYDEN IDAHO 83835

c~EM Ot? fRICr OUR \

1\

~toJ~a~
v

208-772 -0994

f}[P',"

---~:..;

{APPELLANT}

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political

}

subdivision of the State of Idaho, and

}
}

PANHANDLE HEALTH DISTRICT NO 1,

a public health district duly established }

Case No,

pursuant to Title 39, Chapter 4, Idaho

}

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Code,

}

RESPONDENTS

}

vs.

}

PEGGY HARRIMAN and TERRY SAYLER

}

APPELLANT'S

}

CV-09 -3339

-------------------------}
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, Kootenai County, a political subdivision ofthe State
And Panhandle Health District No.1, a public health district duly established pursuant to Title
39, Chapter 4, Idaho Code. Names TERRY SAYLER Pro Se AND PEGGY HARRIMAN Pro Se,
18209 No Cedar Grove Lane. Hayden Idaho 83835, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE- ENTITLED
COURT Cliff HAYNES.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

400

1

TERRY SAYLER AND PEGGY HARRIMAN NAMED APPELLANT'S appeal against the above named

Kootenai County and Panhandle Health respondent's to the Idaho Supreme Court from the
(PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION) ( FINAL JUDGMENT )( AMENDED JUDGMENT) entered in the
above - entitled action (proceeding) on the

17day of June 2011, Honorable

Judge Simpson.
2

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the Judgments or

Orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under the pursuant to Rule
(11 (a)(2) Final Judgment.

3 Preliminary statement Case History
In 1991 Miss Harriman purchased land at 18209 N Cedar Grove Land. The land was Zoned
Rural. Rural uses permitted were under zoning ordinance # 159 in Kootenai County. This
was the start of "CEDAR GROVE DUDE RANCH CAMPGROUND". In 1995 Miss Harriman
builds a 1000 SQ FT cabin with signed -off Permit #23493 Finished in 1995, Harriman had
campers in the summer months. In 1998 Harriman Expanded camp ground See Permit 28790.
Terry Sayler and Peggy Harriman in 1998 we went into Kootenai County planning & Zoning and
Submitted a Site- Plan to Remodel Campground and to move existing 1000 SQ FT cabin for a
Bathroom in campground, and remodel Residence for 1,749 SQ FT. Total permit was for a
2,749 SQ FT Remodel. All Permits were signed off in November,1998 Permit # 28746 and was
Final Inspected by Kootenai County.
June 28, 1999 Rand Wichmen Kootenai County Building and Planning Director stated
campground was "GRAND -FATHERED
"DUDE RANCH CAMPING

1/

1/

in the Rural Zone Ordinance # 159 Which stated

was allowed use.

Panhandle Health Permit # 99-28-0008 was open for inspection 06-15-99 through 09-28-99
Panhandle health failed to Inspect. After many calls and visits to PHD We took pictures and
covered it for health and safety Reason's. The ground was A-1 Soil and NOT over the
Aquifer. Campground and Bathroom uses 405 Gallons of water Per / Day Maximum usage and
has NO PROBLEMS for 13 years of use and is not a health hazard never had to be pumped or
serviced.
The appellants property has never been ENLARGED OF EXPANDED since Permits were signed
off in 1998. Appellants supporting evidence ordinance # 159 section 13-4 use permitted H
DUDE RANCH CAMPGROUNDS were a permitted and a Conforming use, and GRANDFATHERED RIGHTS should be upheld.

IN RESPONDANTS: or Plaintiff lawsuit Sandra Forstrom and Roxanne Webb, Kootenai County
Employees, 2007 Affidavits said APPELLANT'S violated Ordinances, 9-2-21 9-13-9, 9-24-5
Were written in 2007, 2008,2009, which do not apply to our GRAND-FATHER RIGHTS under
Zoning Ordinance # 159.

PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

Session Hosack 100609P

Session Date 10/06/09

STATEMENT OF ISSUES
Raleigh Watson ( our Attorney) Did not summit evidence: Kootenai County certified copy
Of If GRAND FATHER RIGHTS" clause June 28, 1999, or signed -off Campgrounds permits or
Building remodel Permits # 28790,28746. He caused preliminary Injunction. In 02/04/10
RD. Watson told Defendants he had ALZHEIMERS.

Motion to Modify Preliminary Injunction Never heard by Judge Simpson 11/09/10

SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Session 20101222

Session Judge Simpson

STATEMENT OF ISSUES

1 PLANTIFF:

HAD NO WITNESSES TO CROSS EXAMINE, DEFENDANT CAN NOT CROSS

EXAMINE A AFFIDAVIT.
2 Judge Simpson, Pat Braden ( Pros Atty Kootenai County) : Terry Sayler, Peggy Harriman
Only people Present.
3 Judge Simpson Ordered Peggy Harriman Not to speak or testify at her Summary
Judgment Hearing.
4 Statements were only Judge Simpson, Pat Braden, Terry Sayler would not listen to our a
Affidavit or consider any facts about GRANDFATHER RIGHTS, Pat Braden said that Kootenai
County had NO DEFINTION OF A '~ CAMPGROUND' or a "DUDE RANCH CAMPGROUND

1/

so

what is it?
5 Eileen Wilson, Changed her First Affidavit stating Campground was finished in late 1998.
In second affidavit she never saw a camper till 2007 coached by Pat Braden She falsified her
Affidavit. Tom and Eileen Wilson were NOT PRESENT to CROSS EXAMINE.
6 Roxanne Webb and Sandra Forstrom could not Wittness because they did not live in
Kootenai County in 1998 there Ordinances Were 2007 , and newer all False statements.
No Proof was ever summited in Judge Simpson Court.
6a Roxanne and Sandra were Not PRESENT to CROSS EXAMINE.

403

7 Pat Braden and Judge Simpson had No Evidence of Knowledge of subject property.
Tried to act as Expert witness without any Knowledge of subject property other than
A bussy body neighbor EILEEN WILSON who Pat Braden Promoted to stalk our CAMPGROUND
Two times a day for the past 5 years.

ENTRY OF JUDGMENT

Session 20110614

Judge Simpson

STATEMENT of ISSUES:

1 Judge Simpson signed Final Judgment too early, thereby not allowing Defendants motion
For reconsider to hear case.

2 As in this total case Braden / Judge Simpson team Never considered DEFENDANTS Affidavits
RE: Permits, Gral'ld father Rights, Years of active campground Existence. A TRUE TERROR OF
FACT of TRUTH would have Considered our Idaho Constitutional GRAND FATHER RIGHTS and
Property Rights.

4 Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? NO
5 Is a reporter's transcript requested. YES
(the reporters standard trans script)

R.

u I.-I3? J.. 0'

B
Court room 7

Division DIST

Session: HOSACK 100609P

Session Time 14:30

Session Date :10/06/2009
Judge Hosack, Charles
Reporter: Schaller, JoAnn

Kootenai County vs. Harriman - Sayler PRELIMINARY INJUNTION

PLEASE TRANSCRIBE : TIME FROM 14:46:25 - TO - 14;55;29

CV 2009 _ 3339 Kootenai County vs Peggy Harriman- Sayler

Date 12/22/2010

Courtroom 9

2010122 Motion For Summary Judgment
Judge Simpson
Clerk Denice Larsen
Court Reporter Laurie Johnson
PLEASE TRANSCRIBE: TIME: FROM

CV2009 -3339 Kootenai County, vs

03:03:07 -- TO-04:14:14

Harriman - Sayler

Date

20110614 Motion for Entry of Judgment
Judge Simpson
Clerk Denice Larson
Court Reporter JoAnn Schaller
PLEASE TRANSCRIBE:

TIME FROM 03:01:52 - TO - 03:08:02

6/14/11 Courtroom 9

6 The appellant request the following documents to be included in the clerk's
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28 I.A.R.

1

Affidavit

( Roxanne Webb)

(Sandy Forstrom)

( Eileen Wilson) please supply both Affidavit s of (Eileen Wilson)

2

Summary judgment

3 Defendants motion to Reconsider Trial

7 I certify: by hand delivery by Terry Sayler. That a copy of this notice of appeal has
been served of each reporter of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at
the address set out below:

N arne and address:
Laurie Johnson

201012220

324 West Garden ave

Joann, Schaller

100609P

P.O. Box 9000

20110614

Coeur d'lene Idaho 83816

1 { } That the clerk of the district court or administrative agency has been paid the
estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript.

(c) (1) [1That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record has been paid.

(2) [] That appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for preparation of the record
because

-------------------------------------------------------

(d) (l) [tYfhat the appellate filing fee has been paid.

(2) [] That appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because _________
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20 (and
the attorney general ofIdaho pursuant to § 67-1401(1), Idaho Code).
DATED THIS

2--9

day of

~

JvLY201/-.

W~gna~ ~

~

.

.

7JtIAV

(Name of Attorney or Firm for Appellant)
Attorneys for the Appellant

(When certification is made by a party instead of the party's attorney the following affidavit must
be executed pursuant to LA.R. Rule 17(i»
State of Idaho

)
) ss.
)

8t&ta'rlU~lstinbetf

_________________________ , being sworn, deposes and says:
That the party is the appellant in the above-entitled appeal, and that all statements in this
notice of appeal are true and correct to the best of is or her knowledge an elief.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

KOOTENAI COUNTY

)
)

PlaintifsflRespondents
vs.

PEGGY HARRIMAN-SAYLER
Defendants!Appellants

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CERTIFICATE OF
EXHIBITS

SUPREME COURT NO.
38472-2011

I, CLIFFORD T. HAYES, Clerk Of District Court of the First Judicial District ofthe State
ofIdaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certifY that the attached list of
exhibits is a true and accurate copy of the exhibits being forward to the Supreme Court
of Appeals.
I FURTHER CERTIFY that the following documents will be submitted as exhibits to the
Record:
1. Plaintiff's Exhibit No.2 Map
2. Plaintiff's Exhibit No.3 Map
3. Plaintiff's Exhibit No.4 Photo
4. Plaintiff's Exhibit No.5 Photo
5. Plaintiff's Exhibit No.6 Photo
6. Plaintiff's Exhibit No.7 Photo
7. Plaintiff's Exhibit No.8 Photo
8. Plaintiff's Exhibit No.9 Photo
9. Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 10 Photo
10. Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 11 Photo
11. Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 12 Photo
12. Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 13 Photo
13. Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 14 Photo
14. Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 15 Photo
15. Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 16 Photo
16. Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 17 Photo
17. Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 18 Photo
18. Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 19 Photo

19. Plaintiffs Exhibit No.
20. Plaintiff s Exhibit No.
21. Plaintiff s Exhibit No.
22. Plaintiffs Exhibit No.

20 Docs
21 Photo not offered
22 Photo - not offered
23 Photo not offered

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court
At Kootenai County, Idaho this
day
2011.

\cr*'

CLIFFORD T. HAYES
Clerk of the District Court
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Deputy Clerk

IN THE SUPPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

KOOTENAI COUNTY

Plainti ffs!Respondents
vs.
PEGGY HARRIMAN-SAYLER
Defendants!Appellants

SUPREME COURT NO
39071-2011

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

Attorneys for PlaintiffslRespondents

Defendants/Appellants

Patrick Braden
Kootenai County Legal Services
PO Box 900
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816

Terry Sayler
Peggy Harriman
18209 N. Cedar Grove Ln
Hayden,ID 83835

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I l).qve hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at
, 2011.
Kootenai, Idaho this \ Lh day of C)C +0.01 IS.

9

""'"

CLIFFORD T. HAYES
Clerk of the District Court

Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

KOOTENAI COUNTY

Plaintiffs/Respondents
vs.
PEGGY HARRIMAN-SA YLER
Defendants/Appellants

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT NO
39071-2011

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Clifford T. Hayes, Clerk of District Court of the First Judicial District of the State ofIdaho, in
and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certifY that I have personally served or mailed, by United States
mail, one copy ofthe Clerk's Record to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:
Attorneys for Plaintit'fs/Respondents
Patrick Braden
Kootenai County Legal Services
PO Box 900
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816

Defendants/Appellants
Terry Sayler
Peggy Harriman
18209 N. Cedar Grove Ln
Hayden,ID 83835

IN WITNESS ~EREOF, I ha~ hereul}to set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at
Kootenai, Idaho this \ Ir~ day of
UG+O bCK
, 2011.

CLIFFORD T. HAYES
Clerk of the District Court
By:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Deputy Clerk

